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e. Operate continuously for a specified period to demonstrate 

plant cepecity, efficiency, and quality of product. 

d. Expand demonstration plant to full industrial scale. 

e. Repeat above procedures i.ur each additional plant. 

The tasi: of setting all oi   the above actions into motion according 

to a well-coordinated plan vail ht difficult and frustrating.  It will 

require the combined efforts ui many people, but the reward could be 

enormous. 





ABSTRACT 

Recently discarded,  durable metal goods manufactured some 10 to 50 years 

ago comprise  a substantial part  of  the raw materials currently processed 

by secondary  smelttr-s.    Opportunities  in  the current  industry must, 

therefore,  be   found  in processing these old materials  as well  as  the new 

•crap being generated by manufacturing plants.     Since  the  scrap materials 

of tomorrow are  being manufactured  as durable goods  today,   we are afforded 

an opportunity  to examine them  for potential  future benefits.     It  is 

shown that  these metal materials  are  accumulating as  goods-in-use  in the 

United States  and  collectively  reaching enormous  proportions.     They com- 

prise a growing metal resource.     Documented data on the actual quantity 

of scrap materials  processed annually show that  they supply a large part 

of the total metals consumed.     The record  also shows  that primary and 

•«condary metal production rise and  fall  approximately in unison,  and 

for some commodities the fraction of metal  supplied from scrap appears 

to be increasing slightly more  rapidly than primary metal production. 

Such data may be useful for estimating the profitable scale of operations 

in a developing country simply by comparing their level of  industriali- 

sation with comparable reliable data published by other countries.    The 
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latió of profitable secondary Mtali product io« for two countries ihwli 

V« approximately proportional to the ratio of  their lovait of industriali- 

sation.     Such a comparison of data would  simply  indicate  the  total 

TO lune potential,  but   the economic  potential  could  then be estimated  in 

accordance with domestic capabilities  and  other  assets.     Accordingly, 

opportunities  in  the  production of secc ..'ai/  suet «Is  ¡#ould  be  found 

through several means,   such as shrewd and  clover >ianagement,   adopting 

only  the most advanced and efficient technology,  and possibly negotiating 

suitable trade agreements with other countries.     Several  typical exemples 

Of Interesting possibilities are discussed,   including distillation, 

•Uctrosietallurgy, mechanical separations,   and  chemical processes. 

WT10WJCT10W 

à significant part of the «étais consuete** to »set ttw» d sai en is of 

societies Is reclaimed  from the discarded durable goods manufactured 

soase 10 to 50 years ago.    It follows that the metals contained  In 

recoverable metallic  goods now in use will be  reclaimed some day i« 

the  future to help supply a large part  of  tomorrow's even greater 

demands.     It is   logical to look  into the  reservoir of metal goods no« 

in use for new opportunities in the production of secondary metals. 

Appropriately,   international  attention has been directed  to th« 

exchange of information on secondary metals  science and technology 

because these materials appear to be destined for greater national as 

international  importance as a significant element of domestic and 

foreign commerce.    There has been previous exchange of information, 

Ham 



Bwt  the  importance of planned exchange discutilo«! conc*rninf  both 

glut tread  aad   in-depth aspects  of  th# subject  should  be  stressed. 

There  Is   tittle   information which  contains  conclusive  evidence 

that  the »ore   industriali!ed countries  have  traditionally cotittlb« 

iHtted mich of   their  technical   knowledge  to  lets   industrlalited 

countries  during  their   Initial  perioi  of   industrial  dev   lopewsnt. 

Experience hat   shewn  that auch  let*,   tiste   la   required   if   nevcoeter  prode« eft 

•dopt  and  apply  the   latest available  technology  rather   than   apend  the 

tiste  and «oney  to  develop the equivalent   advantage  independently.     The 

tranafar of  auch beneficial  information  la,   in effect,   an objective) of 

the UNIDO awe ting  on  secondary sMtala.     Countries  abf>ut   to  enter sort 

heavily  into  the  recycling Industry »ay have,  aa  a result of  auch 

aeettngs,   a  preliminary opportunity  to evaluate and  adopt   the «oat 

Attractive  secondary «étais processes without having  to sacrifice 

prior  Investment«.     Perhaps the best way  to communicate   infornai Ion 

•f thla nature  to  an International  audience  is to describe  soste of 

the ealient   features of the secondary «étais  Industries   in  the countrlee 

of the participants.     Since new opportunities are directly  related to 

the ilae and  nature of the resource,   following preliminary dlacuasleaa 

nui  attempt   to characterize  the scrap reaourc    which corresponds  to 

the Halted  States'   level of industrialization.    They concern  the 

principal non ferrous secondary «étals  Industries la the United Statai-- 

•lusUnusB, copper,   lead, and Hoc. 
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»axycllng aaterials of coMMrct IKOMI «or« critically lector tarnt 

«it* Cite  increasing affluence  that  nomali y accompanies  entcnslve 

iasfeatrlallzatlon.    Thla  t»   an  ironic but   inevitable  situation  that 

•ccwrs «hen a growing population becera   accustomed   to «ore and «ore 

•Ataríais  per capita at  a tisM when national aineral  resources  art 

feeing depleted  at  ever-Increasing  rates.     The  consequence of  thla 

•ttuatIon   is a concerted effort to extend ptlaary and  secondary 

processing capabilities  in order  to accomodate  leaner and  laaner 

«f dosseitlc  ores  and greater  quantities  of metal  scrap and waste Mte- 

flals.    An obvious alternative is   to  Increase  imports of ores,   scrap, 

gsslk Mtal,  and  finished goods.     Such a situation prevails  In the 

Otti ted States,  where,   for exassple,   the average  grade of copper or« 

sjlaod has decreased  frost about 0.9% percent copper  to about 0,7 

percent during the paat  20 years,     the average grade of  iron or« ala**! 

ta the sasM period has dropped free* near  53 percent  Iron to slightly 

sm 40 percent.    There has been concurrent lacrea*« la the eonsisa»ti— 

•f asconder y coffer and  iron. 

Value of Secondary Hetala 

faa aaract value of any particular secondary setal la imtlmmmmê 

•igjalflcantly by  its quality with  respect to specifications.    Thm 

rigidity of specifications adopted su y differ «markedly froa covin try 

to country, but  the speciflcatioa  llaute «rill normally beccete a»re 

rigid with advancing Industrial developesent.    Ordinarily there la a 
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«•&*«rr«ftt  isspr ovee*nt  la th« quality of secondary ««tal product«. 

V.« tH« United Staiti,   for exae&pie,   th« historical   inference that sae- 

tada r y ««tais wer«  not  virgin  and   therefore not  pure   is  vanishing. 

tariy   in  the   first  half  of  this  century,   secondary œetal  processes 

«•re  primarily simple melting operations   in which  a wide variety of 

•crap sMtai   constituents w«re  blended  together  with   little or no 

refining accomplished  in the  process.     As such,   the setal  products 

vsjte not  considered as  useful,   for  any purpose,   as  primary or virgin 

••cal.     However,   shortages  arising  in World War   I   led  to a general 

•«¡captane e of secondary aie tais,   thus  stimulating a rapid growth of th« 

iaduatry.     During this period,  batter  procedures were developed to 

produce «or« acceptable secondary products,     k sissiiar situation 

•ftt«« during World War  II.     Sismitaneously,   the primary metal 

producers  developed  a greater capacity  for scrap natal  and «tetal- 

»•arlng wastes  and  the U.   S.   secondary »étais  industry evolved iato 

tJM pattern that exists  today. 

Although  Individual »étais My be reprocessed »any ti a» s  in «lloyod 

foni (such as bronze and bras«)  but never selectively extracted and 

refined  to high  Individual  purity,   they are,   for  the purpose  intended, 

•equivalent   In every way to  primary «étais  that  could be used  In their 

•!•€«.     Furthermore,   large  and growing quantities  of scrap are now 

processed   in priatary  ssMlting operations,   tr.d  that  part of the ««Miter 

product which  la derived  fro* «crap Mtals  is undlstlngulshable fi 

ta* companion «Mtals derivad  froai ore. 
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The importance of nonferrous secondary metals in the United States 

is reflected  in Table 1 which shows   their worth determined  at  the 

May 7,   1969 market prices.    The  value  of recovered copper  alone 

exceeds one billion dollars.    The annual  recovery of mercury  is 

worth 12 million dollars and the  lead   is worth more  than  160 million. 

It is  thus obvious   that the production of secondary metals  is 

profitable in  the United States.     It  is also evident  that  the scrap 

resource and  the marketability of secondary metal products  should 

be examined carefully before venturing into this competitive business. 

Tabi« 1 - United States  Secondary Metal Consumption* 

•itil 

Copper 
Alwinun 
Lead 
Zinc 
Antimony 
Tin 
Mercury 
Silver 
Gold 

1967 

1,243,000 
885,000 
554,000 
263,000 
25,568 
22,790 
22,150 

59,000,000 
2,000,000 

1969 Value!' 
Mia Million Dollars 

Short Tons 1,0961/ 
n      » 403 
n      tt 161 
n      H 76 
n      n 26 
It            H 71 

Flasks 12 
Ounces 101 

it 70 

V 
Bureau of Mines Office of Mineral Resource   Evaluation. 
Fricas, American Metal Market, May 7,  1969 
•853,000,000 less than the value of secondary iron. 
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In-Use Accumulations 

Table 2 shows  the accumulated quantities of copper,   lead,  and  zinc 

as  typical  examples  of the growth of metals   in the  in-use reservoir. 

By  1968   these   accumulations  had  reached  the   tremendous  proportions  of 

40.3 million  tons of  copper, 4.0 million tons of  lead,   and nearly 

4.5 million tons of  zinc. 

Table 2 - Estimated Accumulation of Copper,  Lead,   and Zinc in Use 
in the United States,   1940-1968*   (1,000 short  tons) 

Year 

1940 
1945 
IMO 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1968 

Copper 

14,735 
19,933 
24,169 
28,615 
32,630 
37,346 
40,333 

1 Lead/ 

180 
873 

1,674 
2,490 
3,052 
3,587 
4,030 

Zinc* 

264 
1,173 
1,722 
2,525 
3,085 
3,928 
4,473 

*    Bureau of Mines Office of Mineral Resource    Evaluation 
¿/ 1907 base of reference 
%) 1939 base of reference 

These large accumulations of metals will, no doubt,  continue to grow 

during the next decade,but the possibility of a marked change in the 

trend within the next 50 years is not inconceivable.    Although the above 

trends are currently typical in the United States,  it is highly possible 

that the store of recoverable metals now in use in various other countries 

•ay represent the only domestic supply.    In such cases it becomes par- 

ticularly important  to develop complete and accurate resource data in 

order to assure prudent utilization.    Opportunities can best be deter- 

mined from reliable  information on the magnitude,   location,  composition 

of the metal goods in use,  and a firm knowledge of the portion of in-use 
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•ateríais likely to become  available fox recovery la the Mar futur«. 

It Is equally important to obtain titn«ly economic ami technological 

Information pertaining to salvaging, reprocessing, and marketing. 

Such determinations usually evolve spontaneously as a siatter of 

competition in a market system. 

Overview of Major Secondary Matais 1« th« United States 

In the foregoing discussions we have examinad the relative stgmlfi« 

canee of the secondary «étais segment of the total »étal i industry. 

However, a more specific character!!ation of the secondary metals 

Industry Is best Illustrated by a graphic representation of a typical 

•ataríais flow diagra«. Figure I is such a representation designad 

to Show the sequential movement of primary and secondary metals fro« 

•ource materials through production, ln-use, salvage and recycling 

phases. Since th« time periods required for materials to pass through 

th« various sections differ widely, end the average time of residence 

la the ln-use segment may exceed several decades, a precise accounting 

of th« quantity of metal in each of the flow channels is virtually 

Impossible. Accordingly, the respective dimensions of the various 

channels in the flow diagram hav« no quantitativa significane«. 

Materials entering the production side of the diagram include 

domestic and foreign ores and scrap. Th« metal consumers ar« supplì «4 

•y primary and secondary metal producers and foreign Imports.  Process 

loes«s occur in both primary and secondary production plants, and th« 

total domestic consumption of aetai is equal to th« total metal content 

«I raw materials input to the matal producers, Uas processing leaees 



We regret that some of the pages in the microfiche 
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and exports.  It will be observed that the primary and secondary com- 

ponents of the diagram are parallel operations.  However, scrap is con- 

sumed as a part of the raw materials flowing to the primary metal 

producers, but no significant amount of ore is processed in secondary 

metal operations. 

The diagram shows that domestic metal consumption comprises the 

total materials input to the use and salvage side of the cycle. Losses 

from this section of the cycle include those metals used in nonrecoverable 

ways, scrap lost or not worth collecting, and exported metal goods and 

scrap.  Statistical data for several of the major U.S. secondary metals 

show that the total amount of metals permanently lost in nonrecoverable 

materials is significantly less than the total amount used in recover- 

able materials. If the total amount of recycled scrap plus exported 

scrap, and nonrecoverable processing loss is less than the corresponding 

total annual consumption, then the total metal in use and that which is 

available in recoverable scrap comprises a source of metal supply that 

Increases. The materials flowing out of this system include exports, 

dlssipative uses, nonrecoverable scrap, and scrap returned to primary 

and secondary metal producers. These materials are the secondary metals 

resource. 

Moat of the metallic items now entering recycle channels as scrap 

were newly manufactured 10 to 50 years ago. The similarity of these 

•ateríais and current manufactured metallic goods is determined primarily 

by the social and technological changes that have occurred during the inter« 

vening period. For example, many years ago beer was sold in jugs and 
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buckets.    Later it was sold in bottles and  tin plated  iron cans.     Now 

much of it  is  sold  in bottles  and aluminum cans  and small  aluminum 

barr¿ls.    We might  expect  that  tomorrow it  could be sold  in paper  or 

plastic packages»     If  it  continues  to be  sold  in metal   containers, 

it   is logical  to assume  that many of  the  containers will be recycled 

as secondary metal.     Such  trends  affect corresponding  changes  in  the 

scrap processing technology.     Since there  is normally a significant 

lapse of time between  the  introduction of  a new metal   article and   its 

appearance as  scrap metal,   there is  an opportunity to predict,  with 

reasonable accuracy,   future needs  in new salvage and  processing 

technology.     In  the above case,   increased  use of aluminum cans could 

represent a significant input to secondary aluminum smelters.    If 

plastic replaces aluminum cans  for example,   the processors must turn 

to other materials. 

The importance of secondary metals in the channels of commerce 

is Illustrated  in figure 2.    The contribution of major U.  S.  secondary 

metals producers  toward the total annual needs  for aluminum,  copper, 

lead,  and zinc are shown for the years  1959-19671/.    Except  for a 

drop in 1967,   the total consumption has increased steadily over a 

10-year period,   and the portion supplied  from secondary metals has 

increased substantially in unison with primary metal production.     In 

order to accurately follow secondary metal use patterns,  it is necessary 

to account for the total supply-demand relationships and the use of 

both primary and secondary metals. 

1/ underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of 
references at the end of this paper. 



CONSUMPTION, million ihort ton» CONSUMPTION, million  short tons 

i O 

CONSUMPTION, million «hort ton* CONSUMPTION, million short tons 

3  O — IN» Ut U Lfl 

Figur« 2 - United States Consumption 
of Primary and Secondary 
Aluminium, Copper, Lead 
and Zinc, 1958-1967 
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The growth of any metal processing industry is determined primarily 

by two factors;   the availability of raw materials and the marketability 

of  the  product.     It   is normal,   therefore,   in  the  secondary metals  indus- 

try  for  the  growth  pattern  to  follow  trends   in  the  availability of  scrap. 

In  logical  sequence,   significant  amounts  of new types of  scrap  and other 

metal-containing waste products will   first  appear  in the  fabricating 

plants as new scrap.    Much later  it will   reappear as old  scrap  com- 

prised of discarded consumer goods.     Finally,   these materials will move 

through the brokers  and  into  the secondary smelters or foundries.    The 

collective quantity of materials  in all  phases of the use-discard cycle 

determines the  size of the salvage and  refining industry that  can prosper 

on this resource. 

It is relatively simple for a country to account for  the physical 

properties and rate of depletion of its  domestic natural mineral re- 

sources because  their compositions and rates of consumption are sub- 

stantially constant over long periods.     In contrast,   the source of raw 

materials for secondary metal producers often fluctuates drastically 

in short cycles,   and the variety and availability of scrap raw materials 

often changes abruptly and unpredictably.     For these reasons  the variations 

in primary smelter raw materials are not  likely to be as drastic as they 

are in secondary smelters where  the supply,   the quality,  and  the price 

of scrap can change daily.    Since other papers will relate specifically 

to the details of various processes and resulting secondary products, 

the following is a general comparison of industry characteristics. 



«•    Je    *» 

Secondary A lu« l m« 

Halted States production of primary sluminum Increata«* 2.) 

ttatt In  th« period  1951 through  1967.    The production of secondary 

aluminum  increased  2.1  tin«*   In  the same period mié secondary aluminum 

producers  are now veil established In  the United  States  end  steadily 

growing In total  capacity.     Th«  types of materials being recovered and 

reprocessed are veil  documented by th« National  Association of Secondary 

Mataríais   Industries  in their circular Hf 6*  (2)  vhich   lists  21 dlf« 

ferent  scrap classification types.    A recent  rev lev (J)   of dealer 

operations  and consumer use of  aluminum scrap describes  th« salient 

features of the Industry.     It   is noted that  secondary  smelter op«ratera 

have about   75 percent of total  costs  invested in  raw materials which 

•»•e be purchased on a competitive market.    Accordingly,   th« most 

practicable materials to process In a secondary plant  are those valen an 

most nearly like the  intended product  and thus require minimum processing. 

These types are usually in the  form of common aluminum-base alloys.    In 

1967, 697,751 short  tons of secondary aluminum (^)were  recovered from 

sjv and old scrap as fol Iowa: 

»ew Scrap (fftwrt Tena) 

alumJ num-baae $66,762 
copper-baa« ti 
•lac-base 71 
magneslua-baee JtS 

fill ycyp 

alumlnua-base 127,6411 
copper-base 9§ 
tine«base 549 

ilum-baae 

tuft* 697,751 



*mr 

-   lì   - 

Al «i no« alleys compris««!  about  to parcant of th«  tetal secondary 

ataaiftta* recovered  In lté7,  and  aluminum rceoverad a* natal comprised 

«aly I percent.    All other forma  of   recovery «ta relatively lnslgnifi- 

it aa  ibevn   In th*  following  list; 

iUSLSLlSSSXSIl aWtt fame 

M SMtal 
aluminum alloys 
la brass  ami brernia 
i«  sine-bas«  alloys 
in stagnas luv-essa alloys 
lu chemical compound» 

étttt*4 
#43 

•,304 
i,m 

Oaviously,  it  is not practica*!« to cemvert til scrap material« 

•eck to the original  composition.     SOM smaltar« process vldsly elf* 

tarent grades  of ran «ataríais,   usually la dittarant  equipment and by 

tfiffarant  proemi,    A Jlagram ©f typical operations  ami «ataríais 

flaw ia  shown  in figura  3. 

»robI am«  in th« secondary a lumi mas plant at« vary slsiilar to theaa 

la lay ©that  aecondjry metals plant.     WanttflcatIon and  sagrtgatlon ©f 

•ctaf into categories appropriata  for Baking various  products  isatill 

problematic,   and  the need  for  Improved scrapyard sagragation proc«duras 

persists.    Halting m4 blending procedura« hav« b««n  fairly wall 

•ptialiad  in  this  industry and   rafining Is reiativaly  simple.    Sine« 

maeessive amounts of chiarina gas  ara needed  to remove   Impuntii« other 

taaa aanmeeitsa from no I tan aluminum,   tha normal  practica  involves cara- 

tal sagragation ©f charge »ataríais,   chlor Ina  removal  of magna «lu»;  amé 

«Il ut lati ©f campar,  lrom, ama ©that  imperitlee with high grada scrap ©r 
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primary ««Cal.    TW nwvil of Urg» avant It les of copper and ata* írm» 

aluminum persists as a probte«.     Paper backed aluminum felt  ser«? It 

«Bother probi«« which only * few plants  arc equipped  to handle. 

Secondary  Copper 

4 compir i ton of current  practice   In the production of  aeco*i4ary 

•Offer with production »ethod* describee  In lfél  (4),   reveals a  fairly 

•table  technology during the  last I  years.    ProcesaIng Methods  and 

ffoblens  are  not  unlike  those   in  secondary aluminum escspt   perhaps  la 

Ch« greater variety of  scrap materiali,   processing procedures,   and the 

total production which is about   X) percent  greater  than secondary alu- 

minum production.    The production of  secondary copper  Increased more 

than 1.5  tie«s  fro«  195«  through 1967 while priaary  copper  production 

Increased about  1.4 tines,    ly  1967,the  amount  of United States copper 

consumption supplied from secondary sources had reached «ore than 44.S 

percent. 

The standard scrsp classification circulât (J)   lists  It different 

types of copper scrap aost of which compris* various  items of the «any 

brass and bronze compositions.    Host of the secondary ceppar recovered 

from scrap processed  in the United States  in 1947  (p  was   In copper-baae 

•Hoys contained  In new and old scrap as  fellows: 

It» for*?  ütff IffHt 

copper-base 
aluminum-bese 
•leba 1-basa 
slac-baec 

447,0*0 

137 
U 



MMSL-MJLíSM. Short Tons 

476 ,471 
5 ,500 
623 
50 
50 

1,159 ,907 
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tr-base 
aluminum-base 
Blckel-base 
t la-»ase 
Sitte-IMS« 

Total 

felloving Accounting of eh« forms of secondary copper recovery 

for if67 shows that the amount of copper recovered in brass and bronze 

•ateríais Is more than 98 percent of the total (I). This situation 

suggest s that opt law« segregation of scrap items is imperative for 

processing efficiency. 

fem of Recovery 

at unalloyed copper 
primary plants 
other plants 

•rass and bronse 
alloy Iron and steal 
aluminum alloys 
other alloys 
chemicals 

Total 

equipment and procedures in the Industries range from s impla 

amálale furnaces for molting veil-segregated scrap in brass foundries 

to large blast furnace installations for processing a wide range of 

low-grade mixed scrap in a smelting complex. A typical secondary copper 

•oolter operation is shown in figure 4. Problems are encountered in the 

production of secondary copper which are common throughout the secondary 

motáis industry. They Include identification and segregation of scrap, 

flexibility in the variety of products to bo made, and the availability 

Short Tons 

343,277 
79,777 

700,636 
2,805 
21,148 

299 
4.965 

1,159,907 
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oi raw materials in a highly competitive business. The processing 

problems include the complete extraction or utilization of values from 

plant wastes, such as fumes, dust, drosses, and slags, and removal of 

unwanted constituents from alloy melts to avoid costly dilution. 

Another common problem is that of receiving full payment for the valu- 

able metals contained in semifinished products such as black copper 

and sweated white metals.  Such products may contain significant amount» 

of silver, gold, tin, lead, zinc, aluminum, and other metals. 

Secondary Lead 

Til« total U. S. consumption of lead Increased nearly 1.4 times fron 

1958 through 1967, while consumption of primary and secondary lead 

increased about 1.5 and 1.2 times, respectively.  The materials listed 

in the standard classificationv£' include only 11 types of scrap. The 

1967 recovery of lead from scrap processed in the United States amounts 

Co more than one-half million tons'!' as follows: 

Mew Scrap Short Tona 

Lead base 71,129 

Copper base 4,500 

Tin baa« 571 

Cid Scrap 

Utt«ry-l««d plat«« 305,25« 

All other lead-base 155,192 

Copper-base 17,711 

Tin-bas« 4 

Tot«! 553,772 
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Short tons 

2, ,538 

147, ,806 

218,719 

n, 795 
30 

-M, 884 

The form of recovered materials is below: 

Form of recovery 

As soft lead 

Primary plants 

Other plants 

Other 

Antimonial lead 

Copper-base alloys 

Tin-base alloys 

Other lead alloys 

**t«l 553,772 

foregoing indicates that antimonial lead (battery plates) is the 

leading source of lead scrap materials. The relation of this industry 

CO the automobile battery is evident in the fact that more than 

50 percent of the total lead recovered is In antimonial lead. Other 

Important types of scrap include electric cable sheath, machinery 

bearing«, pipe, sheet and sweated solder. 

Except for the Itad blast furnace, secondary lead processes are 

largely kettle operations. Simple melting blending, and flux refining 

©•«rations are carried out in a wide variety of kettles of numerous 

•Ises. Most scrap battery plates are processed in the blast furnace 

to recover iced containing about 5 percent antimony. Some operators 

report heavy lead losses in fume, slag, and matte. A hearth furnace 

may be m«  re prod«, a relatively soft load and a high antimony slag. 
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Both slag and fume losses are high. Soft lead can also be produced 

in kettle operations in which selective oxidation occurs at the surface 

and oxides of the impurities are removed mechanically.  A typical 

plant layout is illustrated in figure 5. 

Secondary Zinc 

The annual United States consumption of zinc was only 1.4 times 

greater in 1967 than in 1958 and the corresponding consumption of 

Secondary zinc was only 1.3 times the 1958 level. Zinc-base and 

copper-base alloys comprise the bulk of all zinc recovered in both new 

and old scrap as shown below for 1967. CD 
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Sta* Scrap 

•WC**«*«« •...•..••«••••••••••*•*».... 

V©f^P*:r—0*## . • • • .  MMMIMHItMMIMI 

UWUW*DtM ...«<».>..«..».......... 
""8* •«• * W"* DAMI * ..«...•...••..,....... 

Ola Scrap 

Coppa r~b*ta••.....,,»,«,,,.,,. 
Aitasi mm-baaa................. 
Ma4gn«slis»~b*a«.  

Total... 

•••••• 

...... 

Î0M3? 
2»£f5 m 

36,142 
3,165 

laß 
5ÏMÏ9 

Hi« ajao^it rtcorarad Ifi ttrlous foma of ra<*ov«ry la fairly wall 41a- 

trH*itad axeapt for th« braaa and brtmaa eat«§ory wtileh la iararal 

tlawa gr«aUr than «oat oth*r groupa aa follows* ' 

Tm ft *»<t•rj •• »ftfl Short Tot» 

•y dlatlllatlen (almb tine)  
• Ine (hiat  

By ranal ting...............,..,,.,«,...,,.,, 

*B •»»«a« «nu orona*•.«••«•»»••««.,»,»«»».,,,.,,.,»,. 
wimviHaw.w4 ai_&oya........*...*........... 
Nafnaaliaa-Daa« »Hoya  

la enaaücal producta (sine oxida, laad fra«)  
•<**W   IMI • W« «....#..*...... ................. 

w cnAorwa).......................a....... 
Rlaaallaraoua  

(2) >'*' Hata only 9 ltaa» of acrap, but It la 

72,595 
32,309 

6,366 
17,273 

146,441 
6,145 

431 
17,255 
9,536 

11,236 

319.Í49 
.St 

Tba «tandard elaaalficatlon 

•b-riowa that «oat of tha aoeondary tin« roeorarad la In the fora of 

br%aa and brooaa, which la not lneludad In tine acrap clarification«. 

Tb* »oat prataant typa« laclad« 5 dlffarowt dl« east «aUrUli, old 

acrmp tin«, mm clipping«, dia caat droaa, and galvani»«» ' droaa. 
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Molt of the die cast scrap alloys are usually refined or blended 

to tuitabie  composition for new alloys.    Galvanizers dross  and occa- 

.ionally die  cast materials  are distilled to produce  zinc metal or 

«ine dust.     Galvanizers dross  and other high-zinc materials  are also 

distilled  and the vapor oxidized  to produce zinc oxide products.    Flux 

•ateríais   from galvanizers vats  and processing pots are used primarily 

to produce   zinc chemicals.     Zinc-base dusts from filters,   precipitators, 

scrubbers,   and cyclones may be used to produce zinc sulfate or  they may 

be smelted  to produce zinc metal.     Unalloyed zinc metal  is used primarily 

in the production of small castings and for galvanizing. 

Since  relatively few types of  scrap materials are processed by the 

secondary zinc producers,  the problem of identification and segregation 

«re not as  critically important as they are for the other secondary 

Mtals.    The major problems  involve purchasing and storing;   the proc- 

essing technology has       been well developed.    However,   the cost of 

equipment, such as distillation retorts and fume and dust  collecting 

equipment,   is high as in all metallurgical processes.    The common problem 

Of waste disposal is growing in this industry.as environmental issues bo- 

tóme more  critical. 

Figur« 6 is a diagrammatical representation of a typical eacondary 

tine operation. 

Identifying Opportunities 

It can b« assumed that no opportunities can exist in th« business 

«orld unless some minimum profit is possible.    Obviously,  the potential 

profit to Ì* expected from a plan or hypothetical operation would be 
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teughly proportional  to th« Anticipated vol une of business.     This Bighe 

b« «mpr«teeá"  as   th« difference   in  the  cost  of  raw «ateríais  plus 

operating  costs,   and  the «arket   valu<?  of plant  products.     If   these 

considerat ions   appear   favorable,   and   if  the   long   term  supply  of  raw 

«ateríais  can  be  assured  at  a  reasonable price,   it  shculd  ae  possible 

to pr©4uc« market able secondary ««tal   products  profita >ly  in m  st  any 

country  simply  by  employing current   technology       If   tWc   pttentisi   supplies 

®f scrap  ana  other «etal-bearlng wastes  ar«  comparable   to  those of  the 

United  States,   for  exastple,   the   quantities  of «ateríais   co be handled 

and the  volume  of  production  should   also be  comparable.     It   is  reasonable 

to iiiMt  that   th«  price  of  raw »ateríais  and  the  voltane of  products 

vili  rite  end   fall  with corresponding  fluctuation   in  the demand. 

Ordinarily«   the volume of  scrap ««tais  increases with  increased there 

supply to that   the ability to anticipate tuch changée well  in advance 

of eh« «went  it a« obvious advantage  la the coup«eltiv« tecoetdary ««tat« 

laduttry. 

Available stet hod s aad équipaient  art ««its adequate  let  the scrap 

«ateríais o« th« current «arket  ot those that can be anticipated ia the 

«ear  future.     There  is,  however,   a decided advantage  for  the neve ower 

to daalgn a new plant to «taploy only  the «ost efficient   processes and 

the best  types  of équipaient  to  procett the «ost  profitable  types of 

raw «aterialt.     It   follows  that  considerable  flexibility to handle 

any ana or  a variety of scrap«   at  full plant capacity  it essential  far 

optima« return on the investment.     It  is equally   Important  to provida 

for the «axlauaa recovery of values  fro« tn-houae «ateríais tuch a« 

flu« duet,  drosses,  skisasingt,   and other «ateríala.     Since  the quantltlaa 

of these «ateríais  are «arkedly  lata  than  those normally flowing 
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tliwwgh processing channels,  it is necessary to either collect and sell 

the«, or store and process  them intermittently.    Most processors prefer 

to sell them if possible because  intermittent processing is not  normally 

•Conomicai.     Except   for possible new and  revolutionary discoveries or 

envelopments,   the only other opportunities would be   realized by obtaining 

M appropriate  relaxing of product  specifications,   particularly  in the 

foundries  and die casting plants.    There  are many  tons of  rather high- 

•»ality alloys  used  in the production of  consumer  goods  that do not 

rapire  the  strength,  dimension    stability, or other  specific physical 

properties of  the alloys being used.     Many items ar«  strictly decorativa; 

•tha»,  such as  toys are simply shapes,   and the exact  physical  properties 

#f tita «ateríais used to produce them are of little   importance.    Perhaps 

è »attar »pacification would require only that  they be solid at ordinary 

temperstur*<  and stronger than wood or  plastic.    Other more  rigid spec- 

gfltations  tend to Invite the  introduction of the plastics snd other 

•destitutes. 

another  alloy specification advantage »ay be  realised simply by 

tmtuclng tha number of  standard alloys offered by tha industry.    U appo 

»•tally ««reasonable  to suggest  that  all of the «any different  alley» 

ajw being marketed are rigidly essential  in »lew of  the  fact  that tha 

¿ifferences  among »o many of them are  quite trivial.    Accordingly,  It 

«Ight be practical  to  formally reduce  the number of  standard copper-bass 

•Hoys,   for example,  perhaps to one half the number now produced without 

•Igaiflcantly changing the availability of essential alloy physical prof 

•ttles of strength, weight,  luster,   and other».    Tbm raault vovlê marked 
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reduce the high cost of close alloy composition control and the expen- 

sive practice of diluting impurities with refined metals or high-grade 

scrap. 

One other management-type of opportunity might well be considered 

by the developing countries.    It  is  possible  that  two or more  countries 

•ay find mutual benefits  in negotiating bartering,   or purchasing  agree- 

ments by which metal  scrap or other materials  could be exchanged.     For 

xample,   itappears  to be  impractical   to process  high-temperature  alloy 

scrap such as  jet  engine  turbine blades   in the United States but   it   is 

profitable  to ship  this material  to European processors.    If some of the 

developing countries have a demand  for  significant   amounts of metals which 

cannot  b«  supplied  fro» domestic resources,   it  may be highly practical 

for such countries  to  Import scrap and process  it  for domestic  consump- 

tion.    Obviously such opportunities My be difficult to pursue to a 

satisfactory conclusion. 

Innovative Processing 

Acid« froa the normal return derived frost suitable lnvestawnts la 

: tonal processes,  and benefits of clever management, opportunities 

•vet be nade  to happen since they seldom occur except by design.     According 

to this point  of view,   the plant operator must   look to potentially better 

eeulpnen',   improved processes, or new sources of preferred raw materials 

for new opportunities. 

The «etailurgy research organization of the U.  S. Bureau of 

Nines has investigated such possibilities in secondary natals processes 

over tne pent several decades.    gtsnarous publications have been released 
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and many interesting processing possibilities have evolved.    Concluding 

discussions are  directed to  several such investigations which disclose 

potential  opportunities  for developing countries.    They  include vacuum 

distillation as   a possible  substitute  for conventional  distillation ot 

zinc or other of  the more volatile metals;   a new type of vacuum retort 

which permits gas heating instead of electrical induction heating,   and 

a possible long-life  substitute  for the  less  durable conventional  zinc 

distillation retorts.    Other  investigations  are described  in which  two 

different types  of  scrap are used as mutually effective  refining agents. 

Finally,   several  new processes  are described which appear  to  encourage 

more extensive use of hydrometallurgical processes  in nonferrous  secondary 

plants. 

Vacuum Distillation 

Distillation at reduced pressure offers  several important advantage» 

over conventional methods of refining volatile metals.    They are so im- 

portant in fact   îhat  low-pressure distillation has been the subject of 

many research studies  (¿),   (£),   (7)  for many years.    The most  important 

advantages  include high rates of evaporation at relatively low temper- 

atures,   increased selectivity in the separation of charge constituents, 

and protection of the distilled product metal against oxidation or other 

contamination.     The disadvantages of such a system formerly included the 

extra cost of the vacuum system and the dependence upon electrical heating 

for auch systems.    An investigation (8) by the Bureau of Mines was planned 

to achieve several objectives as follows: 

I.    Increase the rate of evaporation above the rates in conventional 

operations. 
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2. Produc« e« laproved retort to previe« extra le»g llf* •* •talami eett. 

3. Frovide e system to save  fuels by permitting  low operating temperature». 

1     4.    Design the  system for gas  heating. 

§ The design and ui.lmatf   distillation unit  are  shown  in  figures  7 

and 8 respectively.    The  stainless steel   shell protects  the carbon retort 

from corrosion on the   flame  side  and the  carbon retort  liner  protects 

the stainless steel shell  from attack by  the retort  charge.    The water- 

cooled condensing system show* was designed to condense zinc  to  the solid 

•tate.    À different air-cooled condenser  (not shown) was employed to con- 

dense zinc  to  the liquid state with arrangements   to permit  the  removal 

of liquid zinc without  disturbing the vacuum within the retort. 

Zinc was distilled from dross and die cast scrap with the following 

results: More than 99 percent of the zinc was recovered as a condensata 

containing 99.8 to 99.9 percent zinc. Atmospheric pressure distillation 

recovers 95 to 98 percent of the zinc at a purity of 99.5 percent. How- 

ever, the distillatici-, rate was about 50 pounds of zinc per hour at a 

retort temperature of only 650°C and the pressure ranging between 50 and 

100 microns. In conventional equipment the rate of evaporation at this 

low temperature would be insignificant at atmospheric pressure. 

The service life of the retort appeared to be completely satisfactory. 

It was operated for 1,180 hours at 665°C to 875°C on the fire side to pro- 

duce distillation of metal at 650°C.    Cyclic thermal stresses caused a 

hairline crack which was readily patched, and the retort operated for an 

additional 470 hours at which time the experiments were terminated.    Ex- 

cept for minor repairs the observed performance of the retort and the 
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Policies,   Incentivai,   and Prograa»« 

.hf   intïoduciiur of a new or «xpandad Mco«Btndations  concerning  the.   ...Uioacc LI . 

secondary metal«   induatiy   u. developing  cuntid 

,   ,-   tht-   W^idi-al   countries  ,t  tu  their  citUW 
same whether add-css*d  u- U.c incluí«. 

e      HO.TVM,     "   is 1^1   likely  that  an  individual  or oi   corporate «roups.     Howevt i. ,   . .   i» 

n Wl  group would  be- able   tu  initial:«  anu ».Intal«       .xi 

.lMr   .   reasons* tiitu- without   the  endorii- 
secondary metal?  indusuy within  c r^a&unoo-• 

H-it-.j  individual   ^t   ÄmaU-group 
ment  and  support  ,i   the Government.     .i»Uad  mi^ 

,   i., i „ir,  „  result  of   «ianititant  national efforts would  probably preclude a result  ci     i» 

importance. 

TMS  ta-.di.fly SuSge8t,  t.,.t  «V...1   i*«t»t official .etto». 

.„oui. be  t.h«  by a cctry con.U«.n„ .»«».t o«  . n« .r  «»«— 

lBO„.t.y.    On,  »*„ procul.r.  is  t«  »td.li.l-  .„ „Hi.1.1   ^mo- 

or eo-itt..  to a.vcn.p sound inlUai   pi".  -  -—"""   im  ,"il'- 

«otlng  c«.      The   ««isslü..  t>,..   o£   oti.niwiJ.-i.   I.   «•'>' »" 

i ii   v -Hv   nf  rareiullv  selected  member-i elective  as   a  relatively   -tnall  body  of.  carenili., 

appoint on  a  l„»g-L.» h„l.  a«  constants,   .dvi»or.,   .ni .«.M«. 

Seo co«i..i»n «-ber. could he  to„mbut.d by  nU,,tu.  ... „.nL.lion. 

.   • •      • „ni v\       Other members could 
such  a9 W1D0  c,r   perhaps   a „ersnnonr.v.  umn-n.     U.U.. 

i      uin  .roups    and  some   could be hired 
be  selected   from professional   ULUP.I  groups, 

M        .niMir-P"       TV mai-  iUit^ef   would   include   the   following; from other  routine.-.      i-><   muj 

.   -.    .-1-•,-••,-c  nínieü   to promete  and   tostar 1.     Recommend   government ai   p   lic,.t-s   nf.ioeu   a   \ 

r-,i-i^».-   ;.v/f.lvina a  fcovfrntaent-suppurted or a prosperous   imiustry.    Police*   n» divini      te 

gover 
j    „»„i*. tnAtmtrv  should involve an officiel tnment-operated secondary metals inuusm snuuiu 
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.b.11 .u«..t. . *« "** »£« " —"l t>mmÌt " *""'    COn' 

„ntlonal  *inc dl.tlU.tl« retort. —U» •« «-*•"* "«' ln U" 

th.„ 1,000 hours.    Ibi. type of  distillation .,..« would be appUc.bl. 

«. other «t.l. »uch as ...lu..  -Snesiun,.   «»"•  *"d "•1"iU lB'"* 

«etallic  compounds. 

Processing Zinc-Base Scrap 

g«1  «kimming addition 
««. wa.te material as an agant to refina Mottet The use of one processing waste material 

0„er, severa! Interesting po.,iMUtl...    I. »ne inve.tig.tion <„  U 

„, £ound that sa! .-, could he used ver, effectively to remove 

lfon  <Hp.cast  scrap containing 3 to 4 percent unwanted aluminum from molten die-cast  scrap 

...ta».    If . suppl, of die-cast scrap Is not uniform In composition 

„ I. »ormaUy — 1* -««I- °£  '»«>"* hl8her PUrlty t0  £0• 

m dle-ct .Hoy.    If not,   it Is distilled in conventional retort, 

«barged with a fixture of .Inc-b». -ta-.»t scrap and galvanlzers dro... 

„.ring the above Investition it was found that the *inc chloride in ..1 

rti„ing,  (ZnCl^Cl and ZnO) wiU react with excess aluminum in . .üb- 

ttU. «U of die-cast scrap  according to the following reaction. 

2A1 + 3ZnCl2*-> 3Zn + 2A1C13 

T». aluminum content of  the re.ulting alloy e. be reduced to 0.01 

^»t.    The «ine metal generated during the r,.ction coU.ct. with tb. 

„It «d the aluminum chloride evaporate, away from the melt. 

._„<„., «olid phase Imourltle» 

Tb. ..p.r.tion of .olid «d li,uld ph.... in »It« ~t.l .v.t« ta 

-, - to «taiurgy but it might «li b. -,11- -or. .xt„.lv.l, tb- 
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it it today in the* secondary metals  industry.    Th« well-knovn technique 

of collecting gold  in aoltcn mercury and  then filtering out the solid 

gold amalgam by paaaing the mercury  through a chamois skin was  perhapa 

among the  first metallurgical  processes  ever devised.    Several   years 

ago the Bureau of Mines  investigated   the use of centrlfugation  as a 

•cans  for separating liquid and solid  phases  that may be  present in 

molten scrap metal   (10).     In  later experiments  it was found  that iron 

chloride could be used to remove aluminum from zinc-base die-cast »* 

• iolid phase  (11, 12), according to  the following reactions: 

2FeCl»  • 2A1 -  2Fe  • 2A1CL, 

2Fc + 5A1 - Fea Al^ 

The äquivalent reaction is: 

2F«Cla  + 7A1 - Fa^ Alj   + 2A1C13 

The aluminum chloride volatilizes,  and the solid internatalilc iron- 

aluminum compound  is  filtered out of the molten alloy.    The Bureau of 

Minea patent (13)  claims a need for only 0.286 moi. of FeCL,   to remove 

one moi. of aluminum. 

In a similar procesa,   two metallic scrap materials can be proceaaed 

together as mutual refining agenta to accomplish the removal of aluminum 

and iron from zinc-base mei ta.    Since die-cast scrap may contain unwanted 

aluminum and galvanizar dross contains unwanted iron, it may be profitable 

to proceaa them together to  form the  aluminum-iron intennetallic compound 

and remove it from the melt as a solid phase.    Bureau of Mines investi- 

gatore found that melting the two types of scrap  together in auitable 

proportions would form solid intennetallic Fej Al«   which could be separated 
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v    „    M .,.1 by .1*1* filtration or centrifuguen t.chnl,»«. 
£ro« the liquid »etai oy »«v 

t of  the contained zinc is  recovered in a product 
fro« 87  to 92 percent of  the  conca 

. s    r   0 02 percent   iron  and 0.20 percent aluminum.    The 
containing about  0.02 percent 

n m   norcent by adding zinc chloriae. 
.tain* can be reeved   to less than 0.01  percent    y 

nr.red  in the preparation of  scrap materials 
Many problems are  encountered  in the  pr p 

,ai,  thn  removal of  insulating 
J„„      nnp  tvDical example is  tne  re»"1 

before processing.    One  typic«* 
-intricai conductors.     For many years 

•mrUls  from aluminum or  copper  electrical 

lants have either burned the  insulation off prior  to 
the  aecondary plants have eu«« 

„ltlng or  ,„  ^ c«e.  it   is burned off during th«  process,   such a. 

ln the copper-scrap Mast  fugace.     Severa!  years  ago,   the Bureau of 

Woe. developed a rather simple ano effective  spira;  separator <H> 

«,  in effect, separates tne -«.111. - --«etailic constituent. 

ch as cable that has  been chopped into  short  sections and 
from 3crap such as caDie uw 

u     •       iaHnn A tilted rotating device  shown 
havered to break away  the  insulation. A 

t  ^K.  differences   in sliding  friction,   cause 
i„  figure 9 will, because  of  the differences 

thI short Gallic sections to «ove in one direction parallel to the •* 

„1, „£ the device «hile the insulation »ves in Che opposite direction. 

Typical results are  illustrated  in figure 10. 

f1nr'"'y1''   processing 

Ihe use of electrolytic »ethod, for extracting .nd «fining .«., 

„t.U has not received extensive consideration for several r...o„.. 

ttat „st be accomodated by wet chemical »ethods to produce satisfa«.: 

.Uctrolyt.s and el.ctrodepo.lted „t.l.    The pos.lbl« ». of -rear, . 
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«a amalgam electrode and as a vehicle to extract and transport metals 

rather selectively was investigated several year« «go (l¿, 16)  In one 

phase of an effort to develop «tore efficient methods for processing iron- 

tearing tine and tin alloys. Hercury was used to leach tin fro« hardhead 

and sine fro« gaivanliers dross, and these were subsequently eiectro- 

éeposlted as Bigh-purlty metal*. The fine recovered from gaivamzers 

dross vas 99.99 percent pure at an extraction efficiency of 98 percent. 

The tin recovered fro« hardhead was 99.99 percent pure at a recovery 

efficiency of 81 percent.  The high-purity metals were produced by the 

•ass« methods, but In separate systems. A slsiple vertical amalgam electrode 

was developed (J_7) to simplify the design and minimize the required mer- 

cury inventory. Tha experimental ceil  is shown In figure 11. It would 

appear that other applications of this tachntqua would be equally successful. 

Wat chemical processing 

Tha normal problems ancountsrad In tha wat chemical processing of 

•crap metals have been mentioned above. Although the use of processes 

such as the ainsionia-carbon dioxide leaching of copper scrap (18) have 

not been employed extensively in the United Stated, some are technically 

•ound and would probably be economic under slightly more favorable con- 

ditions. Tha ammonia process would probably be more successful if slight 

improvements could be found in the purification of pregnant solutions and 

tha hydrogen autoclave reduction operations. 

Tha Bureau of Mines had some success in the recovery of lead and 

copper from lead blast-fumaca matte (19) using brine and water ieache». 

A laboratory-scale procees was developed in which three valuable 
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attitude «id oüjeetiv« «ligniti  to the prudent salvaging, processing, 

and reuse of  industrial and municipal   reject materials,  either domestic, 

foreign,   or   bolli.     Hows ver,   it   is  not   likely   '¡,K   the   best  policies 

could  bo   devoluto«)   without   benefit   oi  un   j. nteiu iv-   stud)- of   t.he   resources, 

capabilities,   and economic  climate within   the country   in question. 

2. Suggest, new   laws   and   regulations   needed   for   the  implementation 

dt new programs,     it   has  been   sliovr.  ^n  several  occasion.-;  that   legisla- 

tive steps   can  be  tal-en  by  countries   and municipalities  to encourage 

the ultimate  collection  and  utilization of  scrap.     For   example,   old 

«utos  are much  easier   to  salvage  in American communities where  it   is 

illegal   to  abandon   them on  the   streets  or  vacant   lots. 

3. Determine  the most  satisfactory division of   financial burdens 

aatong  the  private,   governmental,   and  business sectors   of the  country. 

It   is   rather obvious   that   none  of  the   above   can  be  completed  without 

extensive   study and  evaluation  of  alternatives.     For   Lais  reason  it  is 

important   to  activate  special   study  groups   at  the  earliest  possible 

date.     If,   in   the  initial   considerations,   there   appears   to be  a 

reasonable   justification   f ,>r   serious  planning,   the  commission  or  study 

teams  hirec  by  the  commission   should  completely  analyse  the  situation 

in  terms   of   iaw materials   resource,   processine,  capability,   and   the 

size  ot   ttv* marr.et   for  ¡•otential   products.      If   the  results  oi  such 

Studies   appear  promising,   additional   studies  snould  be  made  to determine 

costs  oí   production,   probable   aellin^  price,   and   intangible  benefits 

•uch as  waste disposal  and  pollution  control.    There  are innumerable 
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unique situations in any country which could have a direct impact upon 

the net result.  Obviously, the extent of any venture leading to the 

establishment oí n m w ,r greatly expanded indusrry shoulO be based 

upon predict .uic peu-ntials tan.v, i,a-, unlove» assumptions.  Partic- 

lai caution simule .e ,.e,ui,ea if, rcr example, the amount of available 

scrap is found tc ua M*'-. initialU hut likely to diminish rapidly 

when a processing plant begins to operate. 

The planning and prugratmrdn* phases oí the commission should be 

pursued systematically, b^xnnin, vlth a complete listing of objective. 

These would probably incluí the following procedural phases: 

1•  Assistance 

Since UNIDO is interested in the possible development of secondary 

nonferrous metals industries in the developing countries, the most 

important alistan, e co thuse countries is sound expert advice and 

guidance, preferably by , team oi passionals appointed specifically 

to the task oi obtaining an<' evaluating all pertinent facts.  Such a 

team should assume the ^ponsxhilUy of making Initial investigations 

and recommendations fu, subséquent action.,  if the- country in question 

has this capability and priera te, Laue tne responsibility, then the 

UNIDO teams or other advisor, should stand ready tc <*lve additional 

assistance. All of the following phases of industrial development 

will require the services of experienced professionals. 
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2. Characterize the Scrap Kesource 

a. Determine, as accurately as possible, the exact availa- 

bility and cost ot each typs cf. bcrap originatili: in the heavily 

populated areas and estimale tue Jale of ¡? rout h or decline in the 

total amount of thesr materials if a rfu' stantia! ntiu.uui  is collected 

and processed by a new piane  of sieuíjí-tj >.apjciry. 

b. IdentUy the problème likely to ht- encountered in  the 

taovament of scrap from its origin to tne processing plant. 

c. Determine the relative economy of une central processing 

plant to receive an«i process, all types oí 'jc^ap versus several dis- 

persed smaller plants designed to process aluminum, copper, lead, or 

tin scrap only, 

o.  Locate dependable foreign sources o£ scrap if the domestic 

»upply is not ¡sufficient to supply a plant of a desired capacity. 

e.  Es limate amounts nnâ   types oi" new scrap item« likely to 

btCOiae available su.ne "ime in th.:- rut-ne and how coon currently- 

available type« mm- no lo;-.,aer be ¿iV£«.tlab"i.e. 

"** c*?®tin&  Incentives H,U Ue-vclot, jnp. a Scrap .Resource 

a. Evaluait* various types of ocrions including laws mé 

regulations to ¿timulate trie collection and delivery of scrap to 

central receiving stations cr pieparatioi- yarda. 

b. Establish convenient purchasing centers to receive Scrap 

deliver*J by citizens.  Provide bonus paytscors toc large deliveries. 

c. Provide tax refundí er allovarw.es for delivery of specified 

of scrap. 
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à.    Provide régulations to prohibit disposti of metallic 

good* or scrap except, at specified collection centers. 

e. Obtain technical assistance ir the development of i 

complete collection W'  ...reparation -stem. 

f. Eunhl, h :, m* tal c,lUction agency to manage and contfol 

scrap collection ano uu¡vory tu tue processing plants. 

* • Evaluate Purr m i at Ijj-:LHi-l£~ 

a. obtain a,,stance .,nd guidance from experienced technologie« 

aild economists in the analysis an« evaluation of processes most suitable 

for the types of scrap available. 

b. On the basis of coat of production versus product value, 

select those processes offering the greatest advantages and highest 

probability of success. 

c. Wor:.. up preiim^rrv tentative plant designs incorporating 

ehe best opportunities ^fierce by node.-.» technology. 

d. Complete r/.<e dcti;.n of  a demon a trayon plant which can, 

if successful, be ..par jed ir-rc "uL^cai, íIMíU«. rri al production. 

e. Determine, as accurately a3 possible, che total cost of 

the facility by the techniques oi process cost and evaluation. 

5. Construction awM^rat i en 

a. Obtain financer -"or the construction and operation of 

6h« aoftt promisi.* nr.cese as determined through process evaluation 

«nd analysis. 

b. Construct otmonstration plant and operate through a 

preliminary period needed to optimize all control parameters. 
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constituents in the matte (copper, lead, and iron) were recovered. The 

roasted matte was leached with water to recover copper. A subsequent 

brine leach extracted the lead and the iron oxide residues were reduced 

to produce pig iron. Metallic copper was cemented from solution, 

and lead was recovered as a mixture of SPbO-PbClg and Pb(0H)Cl.  Copper 

and lead recoveries were 89 and 96 percent respectively. 

littérature 

In closing these discussions, it is appropriate to cite pertinent 

literature that may suggest other opportunities. Although the subject 

of nonferrous secondary metals has not received the extensive technical 

press coverage that it warrants, publications have appeared more 

frequently in recent years, and the subject is now receiving more of 

the scientific and technologic consideration it deserves.  In order 

to exploit such information to the fullest extent, a bibliography has 

•«en added to direct the reader to other pertinent data. 
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